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On the cover:
Sponsor Jean Abreu greets
her sponsored friend, Jose,
on an August 2016 awareness
trip in Guatemala. Read her
story on page 6.

About Unbound:
Unbound is an international
nonprofit founded by lay
Catholics grounded in the
Gospel call to put the needs of
the marginalized and vulnerable
first. We build relationships of
mutual respect and support that
bridge cultural, religious and
economic divides. We invite all
people of goodwill to join us.

A PATH OF

SURPRISE

AND JOY

T

here’s a story of a pilgrim who, after years of traveling by foot over hills and through valleys,
stopped one morning and looked to the heavens.
“Lord,” he said, “when I was young you promised that my path would be straightened before my eyes,
yet on I walk and never can I see where I am going. When will you keep your promise?”
The man heard a low, clear voice from above. “I have kept my word from the start,” the voice said,
“but you have always gazed in the wrong direction. Turn around.”
The man did so, and to his amazement, he saw the road behind him made perfectly straight. It
was then he understood that while one can never know what lay ahead, there is much to learn from
looking back.
This year, when we celebrate the 35th anniversary of the founding of our organization and the 25th
anniversary of our preacher program, the Unbound community is doing our own share of looking
back. Like the man in the story, we're seeing a road made straight by God’s blessings.
This edition of Unbound Spirit reflects on two of those blessings, the preacher program and the
sacred relationship between a sponsor and her sponsored friend, a connection that has impacted
them both. These are, in a way, stories that validate one another. Jean, the featured sponsor, was
introduced to her friend, Jose in Guatemala, through the ministry of former preacher Father
Bill Nordenbrock.
This issue is also a love letter of sorts to the thousands of parishes across the U.S. that have
invited us in over the years. We're grateful to them and to their pastors, just as we are to the many
thousands of the Catholic faithful who, by joining our community of compassion, have grown in their
own faith while making life better for people in need.
And, as always, we're grateful to our bounteous God, who straightens out the path
behind us and will, we have every confidence, continue to guide our way forward.
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WITH GRATITUDE
FOR FERTILE GROUND
he organization we now know as

“[The organization] was 10 years old at that

Unbound was born in 1981. But it could

point and … the name was not known. It

be said that it didn’t come of age until 10

took me a couple of weeks to get the first

years later.

[parish invitation].”

It was in 1991 that Jim Hentzen, our late

That first yes was followed by a

co-founder, started the Unbound preacher

weeklong dry spell, but Liz, who is

program. An attorney, entrepreneur and

now retired, had faith.

lifelong Catholic, Jim saw the potential for

“I said to my husband, ‘I haven’t gotten

sharing the work of Unbound in parishes

any this week.’ He said, ‘Go in and shut the

across the country. He understood that the

bedroom door, get down on your knees and

values of the organization — values that

ask for God’s help.’ And I did. I knelt down

flowed from principles of Catholic social

by the desk I had in the bedroom [where

teaching such as respect for human dignity

she worked] and said ‘Dear God, I can’t do

and a preferential option for the poor and

this. Please help me.’ I made five calls [that

vulnerable — were in perfect harmony with

day] and I got five assignments.”

the call of the Gospel.

While Liz was calling parishes, Jim was

Jim’s vision proved to be providential.

trying to find priests who would be willing

Now in its 25th year, the Unbound preacher

to work with us as preachers. Like the

program has helped thousands of the

farmer in the parable who scattered seed

Catholic faithful to form relationships of

without knowing where it landed, he

mutual blessing with children, youth and

placed ads in Catholic publications and

elders living in poverty. Pastors across

hoped for a response.

the U.S. have come to know us not only

The first to respond was Father Peter

as a support for their ministry but, more

Hereley, a Dominican priest with a desire to

importantly, as a proven and trustworthy

serve the poor. He traveled to Kansas City to

way for their parishioners to put their faith

meet with Jim and the other founders, and

into action.

liked what he saw.

In those early days, however, the idea

“What was important to me was that

of working with priests to share our

they really seemed to be genuine in what

message looked very much like a roll of

they were doing,” Father Hereley said. “I

the dice. Liz Delisser, who Jim hired to

remember one thing [co-founder] Bob

reach out to parishes, remembers well the

Hentzen said: ‘With the poor, all you have

rough beginning.

to do is give them a hand up and then get

“The biggest challenge was that people

out of the way.’ He had such respect for the

didn’t know anything about us,” Liz said.

poor, it was remarkable. That impressed me.
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Father Bob Hasenkamp, a
preacher for Unbound, helps
new sponsor Jeri complete
her sponsorship form at a
2016 parish appeal in Kansas
City. Kathy, an Unbound
volunteer, looks on.

I waited about a week before giving them my

and then go home!”) Besides preaching, they

final yes, and that’s how we got going.”

make themselves available for any and all

Father John Graden, an Oblate of St. Francis

pastoral duties — confessions, baptisms,

de Sales, was the second to join. Both he and

and even the occasional wedding or funeral.

Father Hereley still preach for Unbound, and

Their goal is to serve the parish in any way

between them they have helped facilitate

they can — including, more often than not,

thousands of life-giving relationships

filling in for the pastor so he can get some

between Catholic parishioners and people

time off.

living in poverty.

For the majority of Unbound sponsors,

Over the years more than 100 priests

our priests are the face of the organization.

have preached on our behalf. Today there

Through their preaching, they create entry

are around 40 who actively visit parishes.

points for the faithful to participate more

Some have come from religious communities

deeply in the work of the Gospel. They help

and some from dioceses, but they all have

people grow into a profound relationship

in common a belief in the work of Unbound

with the Christ who lives among and within

and a deep desire to help people in poverty

the poor of the world.

through the exercise of their priestly ministry.
Most of our priests are retired pastors who

On this 25th anniversary of the Unbound
preacher program, we are pleased to be able

still find fulfillment in serving the people

to affirm, with gratitude and joy, that the seed

of a parish. (One compared working with

scattered all those years ago by Jim Hentzen

Unbound to the life of a grandparent: “I get

did indeed land on fertile ground.

to do the parts of priesthood that I enjoy,
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Jean and Jose, center, meet on an
awareness trip to Guatemala in
August 2016. At left is Jean’s son,
Joey, who traveled with her. At right
is Jose’s mother, Francisca.

'SOMETHING VERY REAL AND
POSITIVE WAS UNFOLDING'

W

hen a priest representing Unbound

through the years, she learned about his

spoke at her parish, Jean Abreu

family's life in greater depth when she

sponsored a child because it seemed like the

and her 19-year-old son, Joey, traveled to

right thing to do.

Guatemala on an Unbound awareness trip.

“I had no idea, really no idea,” she said,

The trip allowed Jean to see firsthand just

“what my decision that day would mean for

how much her support meant to Jose and his

a family I'd never met.”

mother, Francisca.

Or what it would mean for her.

“At the time I agreed to sponsor Jose, I

Jean and her family sponsored Jose when
he was 5 years old. He's 16 now.

had no idea that Francisca's husband was
killed in a bus accident when Jose was 4,

“Jose's annual picture has remained

and that she was left as a single mother

on our refrigerator year round; his presence

with three children,” Jean said. “I had no idea

was always there,” Jean said. “But I've come

how my monthly contribution, which was

to realize that his picture on the fridge is

the equivalent cost of one bag of groceries,

only a small slice of the story we've created

would completely change the direction of

together.”

an entire family. I had no idea what was an

The story still unfolding between Jean's

easy monthly donation for me was a lifeline

family in Wisconsin and Jose's family in

and future-building investment for her.

Guatemala reveals what Jean described as a
deep and “very real human experience.”
While Jean received letters from Jose

“Talk about the Holy Spirit,” she said.
On the trip, Jean learned how Jose's
sponsorship, in addition to helping with his
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education, allowed his mother to develop

positive was unfolding,” Jean said.

her skills as part of the Unbound mothers

“There we were, two mothers from

group in her community. Francisca learned

different hemispheres and very different

to weave and uses the skill to earn income

walks in life, yet both of us were seeking the

for her family.

same thing. We sought a peace-filled world

“I was deeply moved by one testimony

and a future for our children. “

after another of women whose entire life

What Jean has come to realize is that

perspective evolved from feeling like a

sponsorship is a relationship of mutuality

victim of their circumstances to becoming

and love, and that everyone benefits. For her,

an empowered person capable of taking

it's resulted in a deepening of her faith.

care of the family,” Jean said. “Using the

“The sponsorship and trip have had a

[sponsorship] benefit with planning and

deep impact on my social justice awareness,

intention allows families to develop a

which is an important aspect of one's faith

sustainable income-generating skill that

life,” Jean said.

will continue to provide benefits long after a
sponsor's benefit would cease.”
In the short time Jean spent with
Francisca, she felt a strong connection
despite having to communicate through
an interpreter.
“But it was far less about the exchange

Once a person's awareness is raised and
the “blinders come off,” Jean said, “one's
heart has the opportunity to begin doing the
work it was meant to do.”
“It's this intimate, person-to-person
interaction that allows a heart to be opened,”
she said. “This is a powerful opportunity

of words and far more about looking into

Unbound offers to each one of us, and it's an

one another's eyes and knowing from

opportunity that takes place one person at

that deeper place that we were all in this

a time.”

together, that something very real and

Sponsored youth Jose places a bracelet on the
wrist of Joey, whose mother is Jose’s sponsor.
The bracelets were made in Guatemala and are
presented as gifts to visitors.
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Call us today at (800) 466-7672
or visit parishvisit.org.

Invite an Unbound priest to your parish for a weekend and
give your parishioners a proven way to grow in their faith
while helping others. Learn why, in a 2014 CARA survey,
an overwhelming majority of pastors endorsed Unbound
sponsorship as a blessing for their parishes.

Every pastor wants a community that lives the Gospel. Having
parishioners who go forth to love and serve the Lord begins
with opportunities to put faith into action.

PASTORS WANT THE BEST
FOR THEIR PARISHIONERS
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